Across the Narva Errata 12/23/2020
2.2.2 Eliminate references to combat.
2.2.7 Eliminate reference to red/black supply sources
2.5.1 Second paragraph. Eliminate the first three sentences that talk about 2 Barrage columns. There is
only one Barrage column on the CRT and it is used for all terrain types. The 4th and 5th sentence are
correct. Last line add the following after village or prepared defense.
2.7 HQ units are non-mechanized units.
3.0 In the sequence of play under supply is the HQ removal segment. That has been removed from the
game and this was left by mistake.
4.2.3 The German HQ Strachwitz belongs to the 43rd corps. Its background color is incorrect.
4.2.5 Add the following after the second sentence. Other than the restriction of being within the
command range of another Soviet Army HQ a reinforcing Soviet Army HQ must be placed in any hex
that is in Soviet supply.
6.2.2 The reference to Peipsi Jarv in the rules is lake Peipus on the south edge of the map.
9.5.4 The reference was left out. (see 10.1)
9.3
(1) Add new second line. A unit may only be doubled once for defense. Example: A hill in the middle of
a swamp still only doubles the defender.
(2) Replace with: Major rivers, minor rivers, and Ferries halve attack strength of units attacking across
them. These effects are not cumulative, and units may only be halved once for these features.
Example: The hexside being attacked across has a Ferry, a major river, an island, and then what looks
like a minor river on the back of the island. The attacker is halved.
14.0 In the Soviet 122 Division the unit listed as 1079 is 1078. In the Soviet 124 Division the unit listed as
269 is 296.
Map-The river name in hex 1003 is wrong. The river that goes from Narva to lake Peipus is the Narva.
Map-The Prepared Defense track starts in the upper left box with the 3 printed in it and then proceeds
down through four more 3 boxes, three 2 boxes, one 1 and ends in a 0 box.

